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I. MAIN CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE 
CONFERENCE/FORUM 

 
 
1. The Conference/Forum was briefed on the work carried out by UNESCAP in the 

field of infrastructure, facilitation and logistics, in particular relating to the 
Intergovernmental Agreement on Dry Ports, comprehensive policy frameworks 
for logistics, the development of logistics information sharing standards, 
facilitation of rail transport in the region and the Regional Network of Legal and 
Technical Experts on Transport Facilitation.  

 
2. The Conference/Forum reviewed the progress and challenges of the 

implementation of regional commitments under the framework of the Association 
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), and the possible impacts of the 
introduction of the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) in 2015. The 
Conference/Forum recognized the importance of full implementation of the 
Master Plan on ASEAN Connectivity for the realization of potential benefits, and 
invited UNESCAP to support the efforts for ASEAN integration.   

 
3. The Conference/Forum discussed the key features of cloud technologies, and the 

benefits and challenges of their implementation in the freight forwarding industry. 
The Conference/Forum noted the persistent data security and privacy concerns 
which hindered the adoption of cloud technologies in the industry, and discussed 
ways in which these concerns could be addressed.  
 

4. The Conference/Forum noted the training framework developed by China 
International Freight Forwarders Association (CIFA) as a joint venture between 
the private sector and educational institutions. The Conference/Forum recognized 
the importance of private sector involvement in the development of training 
programmes for enhanced benefit in terms of professional standards and student 
employment prospects.  
 

5. The Conference/Forum also noted the initiatives by other national associations to 
enhance professional standards in the industry, including the development of 
national competence standards, cooperation with universities for the development 
of a FIATA Diploma programmes, and cooperation with ministries and other 
public sector agencies for the raising of awareness of issues affecting the logistics 
sector.  

 
6. The Conference/Forum discussed a range of common operational issues in the 

region contributing to high logistics cost and loss of competitiveness. It was 
recognized that the government could contribute to the solving of operational 
issues through effective regulation in the cases when the operational environment 
allows for unfair practices.  
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7. The Conference/Forum agreed on actions to be taken by UNESCAP to raise 
awareness on operational issues discussed and the possible solutions. In particular, 
the Conference/Forum requested UNESCAP to carry out a brief survey among 
freight forwarders in the region regarding the practice of container deposits, to 
prepare a policy brief on block exemption orders in shipping, and to support sub-
regional integration within the framework of ASEAN. Additionally, the 
Conference/Forum requested UNESCAP through its document for the inter-
governmental Committee on Transport to draw attention of policy makers to the 
high logistics costs in the region, factors contributing to it and the role of logistics 
policy in overcoming challenges in the operational environment.   
 

8. The Conference/Forum suggested that the agenda in 2015 could include a session 
by the ASEAN Secretariat on the evaluation of the AEC. The Conference/Forum 
also suggested that a session is organized on regional connectivity, and the 
inclusion of new technologies in the agenda. The Conference/Forum agreed that 
the dialogue on operational issues was a useful channel for discussing common 
challenges and agree on ways forward.  

 
II. SUMMARY OF THE PROCEEDINGS 

 
9. The Conference/Forum comprised the following substantive topics. 
 
A.  Update on the latest work by UNESCAP with relevance to freight forwarders, 

multimodal transport operators and logistics service providers 
 
10. Ms. Heini Suominen, Associate Economic Affairs Officer, Transport Facilitation 

and Logistics Section, Transport Division, UNESCAP, briefed the participants on 
the major initiatives by the secretariat since the Regional Forum of 2013. She 
provided an update on the progress on the Intergovernmental Agreement on Dry 
Ports since it opened to signing in November 2013, including the current status of 
signatories and activities planned by UNESCAP to support the implementation of 
the Agreement in the region. She also highlighted the changing role of logistics 
service providers and the emerging challenges in the development of logistics 
policy, and introduced the UNESCAP publication Guide to Key Issues in 
Development of Logistics Policy, which offered recommendations on the 
establishment of an integrated policy framework for the industry. She also 
provided the participants an update on the work that was being carried out by 
UNESCAP on the establishment of regional logistics information standards and 
recommendations on national logistics information service systems. The 
participants were also introduced to the key findings of the Monograph Series on 
Transport Facilitation of International Railway Transport in Asia and the Pacific, 
and the recently established Regional Network of Legal and Technical Experts on 
Transport Facilitation.  
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B.  The impact of logistics infrastructure and facilitation on the ASEAN 
Economic Community development 

 
11. Mr. Ruth Banomyong, Associate Professor and Head of Department of 

International Business, Logistics and Transport, Thammasat Business School, 
Thammasat University, Thailand, discussed the AEC, the Master Plan on ASEAN 
Connectivity and the expected impact on ASEAN. He emphasized the key role of 
logistics as a priority industry, and discussed the challenges of inadequate 
implementation of the various ASEAN initiatives relevant to transport and 
logistics. He outlined the results from the geographical simulation model analysis 
on the impact of fully implemented AEC on ASEAN member states, indicating 
overall positive impact with regional variation due to changes in the supply chain 
of various industries. 

     
12. The Conference/Forum expressed interest in the academic work on the expected 

impacts of the AEC on member states and noted that in many countries the 
benefits of AEC could be overshadowed by concerns on possible negative 
impacts. It was recognized that organizations such as UNESCAP and the 
International Federation of Freight Forwarders Associations (FIATA) had a role 
in raising awareness of the advantages of regional integration in member states to 
encourage alignment of national policy with regional priorities and commitments.   

 
C.  Enhancing operational capacities and capabilities through cloud technologies 
 
13. Mr. Desmond Tay, Managing Director, vCargo Cloud, Singapore, introduced the 

participants the concept of cloud technologies. He described the evolution of 
cloud computing to its current form and outlined the essential characteristics of 
cloud technology. He described the various service and business models offered 
and the different deployment methods with their respective benefits and 
challenges.  He also discussed the application of cloud technologies in the 
logistics industry with a case study on the e-Freight initiative in Singapore. He 
highlighted the main challenges and concerns over the adoption of cloud 
technologies for users and offered suggestions on different approaches to 
overcoming obstacles to adoption. He also reflected on the lessons learned for 
maximization of benefit and on possible future developments for cloud 
technology.  

 
14. The Conference/Forum noted that while cloud technologies had been introduced 

for logistics in some countries in the region, there was still considerable resistance 
to its adoption due to concerns over data security and privacy. It was suggested 
that these issues were not restricted to cloud technologies and applied to 
traditional IT systems as well. Additionally, while it was not possible to 
completely remove the risk associated with data security, the providers of cloud 
technology were often subject to more scrutiny in terms of privacy and security 
and might therefore in some cases be able to provide higher levels of data 
protection than IT systems internal to the company.   
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D. Introduction to the Professional Education and Development Group of 

International Freight Forwarding, China 
 
15. Mr. Fang Jian, Training Director, CIFA, introduced the program of International 

Freight Forwarding Vocational Education and Occupation Development Group. 
He described the group’s role in ensuring the training was both appropriate for 
industry needs and promoted employment for students at all levels of education, 
and highlighted the cooperation between schools and enterprises in the 
implementation of the programme. He also outlined the approach for the 
development of professional teaching and curriculum standards and the plans for 
a diverse range of options for course delivery, such as distance learning. The 
Vocational Education and Occupation Development Group planned also to 
promote continuous development of the vocational programmes through measures 
such as a talent resource database.  

 
16. The Conference/Forum recognized the importance of the involvement of private 

companies in the development of vocational training programmes to ensure a 
consistent quality and professional standards. The participants noted the training 
programme introduced by CIFA as regional good practice and as a useful example 
for those associations looking to further develop their training programmes. The 
Conference/Forum also noted the on-going consultation of FIATA on the demand 
for the introduction of refresher training courses and the revision of the FIATA 
Diploma curriculum.  

 
17. The representative of Indonesia also informed the Conference/Forum that 

discussions were on-going on the establishment of community colleges for 
logistics in Indonesia, targeting school leavers. Certificates of competence were 
also being developed for the industry.  

 
E. Dialogue on resolving operational challenges 

 
18. Mr. Yuwei Li, Chief, Transport Facilitation and Logistics Section, Transport 

Division, UNESCAP, introduced the participants to the role of UNESCAP as a 
regional intergovernmental body and invited the participants to share their views 
on a range of operational issues, highlighting the need to identify common 
challenges for the industry in the region and concrete actions UNESCAP can take 
to facilitate the finding of solutions. 

 
19. The Conference/Forum agreed that the requirement of container deposits was a 

common challenge in countries in the region and posed considerable pressure on 
cash flows of logistics service providers. Additionally it was reported that the 
recovery of deposits could be a long process and that the deposits were often 
subject to deductions by shipping lines. The Conference/Forum expressed 
concerns that the continuing use of such additional payments promoted an 
operational environment characterized by lack of transparency and opened the 
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commercial relationships to abuse. Participants described initiatives introduced by 
national associations to overcome the issue, such as guarantee schemes and 
container insurance schemes. The Conference/Forum requested UNESCAP to 
carry out a brief survey among freight forwarders in the region to identify the 
extent of the problem and to bring the matter to the attention of member states. 
The Conference/Forum also noted the channels for influence provided by FIATA, 
such as the FIATA Working Group Sea Transport. 

 
20. The Conference/Forum noted that the shipping lines were in some countries 

subject to block exemptions orders which allowed them to cooperate in ways not 
consistent with the anti-trust laws. It was recognized that there were limited 
studies on the impact of block exemption orders or the impact on the industry of 
their abolition. However, it was highlighted that in many cases the freight 
forwarding associations opposed to the introduction of such exemptions, 
particularly in the case of Voluntary Discussion Agreements (VDA), on the basis 
that they encouraged price fixing, price increases and capacity restrictions. The 
Conference/Forum suggested that the removal of competitive pressures could also 
contribute to an increased prevalence of dubious charges and unfair business 
practices. The Conference/Forum requested UNESCAP to prepare a policy brief 
on block exemption orders in shipping to raise awareness of the issue and 
practices in the region, and to offer suggestions for policy makers on possible 
solutions.  

 
21. The Conference/Forum recognized that dubious charges by carriers and non-

vessel operating common carriers contributed to the high logistics cost in many 
countries in the region. It was noted that in some countries government regulation 
had been introduced to address the issue. While it was emphasized that in 
principle additional regulation was normally considered unnecessary by the 
industry, the Conference/Forum suggested that the government could significantly 
contribute to the overcoming of the issue of non-transparent charging through 
legislative action. The need for comprehensive consultation on the development 
of regulation was highlighted. The Conference/Forum requested UNESCAP 
through its document for the inter-governmental Committee on Transport to draw 
attention of policy makers to the high logistics costs in the region, particularly in 
landlocked countries, the role of dubious charges in logistics cost, and the role of 
logistics policy in enforcing transparency in the operational environment.   

 
22. The Conference/Forum noted the lack of coordination in the processes and 

requirements of other government agencies in the region. The Conference/Forum 
encouraged UNESCAP to support ASEAN initiatives for greater harmonization 
of the work of other government agencies, and welcomed increased engagement 
of FIATA with the work of UNCEFACT regarding this matter.   

 
F. Good practices by national associations 

 
23. The participants from the following association made statements. 
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24. Cambodia: The participants from Cambodia informed the participants that 

Cambodia Freight Forwarders Association (CAMFFA) was currently in 
discussions regarding the introduction of the FIATA Diploma programme as a 
joint initiative by the association and Cambodian universities.  

 
25. Indonesia: The participants from Indonesia shared with the Conference/Forum 

participants that Indonesian Logistics and Forwarders Association (ILFA/ALFI) 
was cooperating with the Ministry of Trade on a series of seminars on logistics in 
selected provinces to promote the industry to public and private sector. The 
association was also working with the Ministry of Transport on the development 
of national standards of competency for logistics. The Conference/Forum was 
informed that the logistics themes and related key drivers for Indonesia were 
currently being updated.   

 
26. Malaysia: The participants from Malaysia highlighted key initiatives by the 

association to improve operations and to raise professional standards in the 
industry. Already 1,102 persons had attended the Foundation Course in Freight 
Forwarding and Multimodal Transport, which was also incorporated in the 
industry minimum standards. The Federation of Malaysian Freight Forwarders 
(FMFF) had also supported the introduction of the FIATA Diploma as a part of 
Malaysian University of Science and Technology (MUST) Diploma in Logistics. 
In the first half of 2014, already 103 students had enrolled in the programme. 
FMFF had also established a liability insurance scheme to improve the insurance 
rates available to members.   

 
27. Thailand: The participants from the Thai International Freight Forwarders 

Association (TIFFA) informed the Conference/Forum that the Thailand 
Professional Qualification Institute had invited TIFFA to participate in the 
development of national competency standards for freight forwarding and 
logistics. Job descriptions and related competencies were being developed for 
seven positions in the industry, and in the future there was the possibility the 
association being involved in the certification of professional qualifications.   

 
G.  Other matters 
 
28. The Conference/Forum discussed possible themes for the Regional 

Conference/Forum, to be held in Bangkok in 2015. 
 

29. The Conference/Forum suggested UNESCAP to invite an expert from the 
ASEAN Secretariat to present on the evaluation of the AEC. It was also suggested 
that the agenda could feature discussion on the European integration experience 
and lessons learned. 
 

30. The Conference/Forum also suggested that a session would be organized on 
regional connectivity, and the inclusion of new technologies in the agenda.  
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31. The Conference/Forum agreed that the dialogue on operational issues was a 

useful channel for discussing common challenges and agree on ways forward. The 
associations were requested to inform UNESCAP of possible topics for discussion 
after consultation with their members.  
 

32. The associations were also invited to send any other suggestions to UNESCAP by 
early 2015 for possible inclusion in the Conference/Forum agenda. 

 
 

III. ORGANIZATION OF THE CONFERENCE/FORUM 
 

A.  Opening statements 
 

33. Mr. Yuwei Li, Chief, Transport Facilitation and Logistics Section, Transport 
Division, UNESCAP, delivered the opening statement. He welcomed the 
continuing cooperation between UNESCAP, FIATA and national associations in 
the development of the logistics sector in the region. He also highlighted key 
UNESCAP initiatives that had directly benefitted from the dialogue platform 
provided by the annual Conference/Forum and Meeting of Chief Executives of 
National Associations, such as the development and implementation of the secure 
cross-border model, the regional accredited training system in development, and 
the establishment of a project for the development of a regional handbook on 
cross-border formalities. Also, he indicated the contribution to the private sector 
through the annual Conference/Forum. 
 

34. Mr. Francesco Parisi, President of FIATA, also welcomed the participants to the 
event.  

 
B.  Organization and duration 

 
35. UNESCAP Regional Conference/Forum of Freight Forwarders, Multimodal 

Transport Operators and Logistics Service Providers and the UNESCAP Meeting 
of Chief Executives of National Associations of Freight Forwarders, Multimodal 
Transport Operators and Logistics Service Provider were organized by 
UNESCAP in association with FIATA, and hosted by China International Freight 
Forwarders Association (CIFA) in Beijing, China, on 20 June 2014. 

 
36. The Conference/Forum was organized in conjunction with the FIATA Region 

Asia Pacific Field Meeting on 19 June 2014.  
 
37. The programme of the Conference/Forum and the Meeting of Chief Executives is 

provided in Annex I. 
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C. Attendance 
 

38. The Conference/Forum was attended by the participants from the following 
member countries: Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Mongolia, 
Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and Thailand.  
 

39. Representatives of the International Federation of Freight Forwarders 
Associations (FIATA) and the CAREC Federation of Carrier and Forwarder 
Associations (CFCFA) also attended the Conference/Forum.  

 
40. The list of the participants is provided in Annex II.  

 
 
 

_______________________ 
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ANNEX I.   PROGRAMME OF THE CONFERENCE/FORUM 
 

0900–0915 hrs. Opening session. 
  
0915–0945 hrs. Session 1: Updating of the latest work by UNESCAP with relevance to 

freight forwarders, multimodal transport operators and logistics service 
providers. 
 

 UNESCAP secretariat will provide a brief on recent work of relevance to the 
industry in the region, including:  
 
 Latest developments on the Intergovernmental Agreement on Dry Ports; 
 Guide to the key issues in development of logistics policy; 
 Study on railway facilitation issues; 
 Development of logistics information standards and framework for 

national logistics information service systems; and 
 The work of the new regional network of technical and legal experts.  

 
Ms. Heini Suominen, Associate Economic Affairs Officer, Transport 
Facilitation and Logistics Section, Transport Division, ESCAP. 

  
0945–1045 hrs. Session 2: The impact of logistics infrastructure and facilitation on the 

ASEAN Economic Community development. 
 

 This session will discuss the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) and reflect 
on its impact on the logistics industry, and the role of the industry in the 
achievement of the AEC. 
 
Mr. Ruth Banomyong, Associate Professor and Head of Department of 
International Business, Logistics and Transport, Thammasat Business School, 
Thammasat University, Thailand.  

  
1045–1100 hrs. Coffee break 
  
1100–1200 hrs. Session 3: Enhancing operational capacities and capabilities through 

cloud technologies. 
 

 This session will provide an overview of the use, benefits and challenges of 
the implementation of cloud technologies in freight forwarding and shipping 
for improved efficiency and effectiveness.  
 
Mr. Desmond Tay, Managing Director, vCargo Cloud, Singapore. 
 

Lunch 
 
1300–1345 hrs. 

 
Session 4: Introduction to the Professional Education and Development 
Group of International Freight Forwarding, China. 
 

 This session will introduce the joint education mechanism operated by CIFA 
and China Advanced Education and Training Centre which aims to integrate 
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corporate culture with professional skills.  
 
Mr. Fang Jian, Director, Training Department, CIFA, China. 
 
Associations are also invited to share challenges and successful initiatives for 
addressing skill shortages in the industry, and recommend actions for the 
Forum and ESCAP for the reduction of skill gaps. 

 
1345–1515 hrs. Session 5: Dialogue on resolving operational challenges. 

 
 The purpose of this session is to share experiences on a range of operational 

issues, to discuss possible solutions and identify actions for the associations 
and ESCAP to facilitate the resolving of issues. 
 
Particular focus will be on: 
 

 Container deposits. 
 Block exemption orders for liners. 
 Dubious charges. 
 Coordination and standardization of work of OGAs. 

  
1515–1530 hrs. Coffee 
 
Meeting of Chief Executives of National Associations of Freight Forwarders, 
Multimodal Transport Operators and Logistics Service Providers. 
 
1530–1630 hrs. Good practices by national associations. 

 
 In this session, representatives of the national associations report the key 

initiatives and efforts the associations have made to enhance the role of the 
associations to help develop the industry and promote cooperation of 
members since the UNESCAP Meeting of Chief Executives of National 
Associations of Freight Forwarders, Multimodal Transport Operators and 
Logistics Service Providers held in June 2013. 

  
1630–1645 hrs. Other matters. 

 
 The meeting is open for other matters of interest of the participants under this 

session. 
  
1645–1700 hrs. Closing remarks. 
 

 
__________________ 
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ANNEX II.    LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 
 

CAMBODIA 
 
Ms. Ou Sopheak, Vocational Officer, Cambodia Freight Forwarders Association, Phnom 
Penh.  
 
CHINA 
 
Mr. Liu Xuede, Vice President and Secretary General, China International Freight 
Forwarders Association (CIFA), Beijing.    
 
Mr. Jian Fang, Training Director, CIFA, Beijing. 
 
Mr. Yong Fang, CIFA, Beijing. 
 
Mr. Zheng Guowei, CIFA, Beijing. 
 
Ms. Wang Xiaoyu, CIFA, Beijing. 
 
Ms. Tong Cuilan, CIFA, Beijing. 
 
Mr. Wang Shaofei,  CIFA, Beijing.   
 
Mr. Yang Yuntao, General Counsel, CIFA/SINOTRANS & CSC Holdings Co., Ltd. 
 
Mr. Hao Guoqi, General Manager, Chinese-Russian Rail-Container International 
Forwarders, Beijing.     
 
Mr. Yu Xuekui, Deputy Manager, Sinosteel Shipping and Forwarding Co., Ltd., Beijing.   
  
Mr. Hu Qiyun, General Manager, Zhongxin International Transportation Service Co., 
Ltd.,  Beijing.       
 
Mr. Sun Zehua, Vice General Manager, Tianjin Datian W. Group Co., Ltd., Beijing.     
 
Mr. Yuan Zehong, Director, Industry Management Department, Tianjin International 
Freight  Forwarders  Association, Tianjin.     
 
Mr.  Oliver Wang, Senior Operation Control Manager, Kerry EAS Logistics Ltd., Beijing.  
 
Mr. Tim Chen, Country Manager, Addicon Logistics (China) Co., Ltd.   
 
Mr. Alan Yi, Customers Service Manager, Addicon Logistics (China) Co., Ltd.   
 
Mr. Yong Dang, General Manager Assistant, CAMC Transportation Co., Ltd, Beijing. 
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CHINA  (Cont’d) 
 
Mr. Lv Mengwei, Assistant, Department Manager, Shipping Department No. 3, CAMC 
Transportation Co., Ltd., Beijing.   
 
Mr. Volkan Baki, General Manager, IMISK International Trade and Transport Co., Ltd.    
 
Ms. Anna Zhang, General Manager Assistant, IMISK International Trade and Transport 
Co., Ltd.    
 
Mr. Charles Chang, General Manager, JIT Logistics Co., Ltd.      
 
Mr. Michael Luo, Shenzhen A & Z International Logistics Co., Ltd.   
 
Mr. Yin Weiyu, General Manager, Cosco International Freight Co., Ltd.   
 
Mr. Lu Xingguo, Secretary General, Hebei International Freight Forwarders Association, 
Hebei.    
 
Mr. Li Fa, Manager, Hebei Zhengda International Transport Co., Ltd., Hebei.     
 
Mr. Wang Hejiang, General Manager, Hebei Zhengda International Transport Co., Ltd., 
Hebei.   
 
Mr. Jia Ruilin, General Manager, Hebei Airsea Logistics Ltd., Hebei.   
 
Mr. Xin Changhui, Assistant to General Manager, Hebei Airsea Logistics. Ltd., Hebei.   

 
Mr. Wang Yueqi, Sales Manager, Hebei Airsea Logistics Ltd., Hebei.     
 
Ms. Zeng Zhili, General Manager, Overseas Department, JC Logistics Group Co., Ltd., 
Dalian.  
 
Mr. Qu Shunli, Secretary, Managerial Department, SINOTRANS & CSC Holdings Co., 
Ltd., Beijing.   
 
 
INDONESIA 
 
Ms. Siti Ariyanti, Vice Chairman for Human Resources and International Affairs, 
Indonesian Logistics and Forwarders Association (ILFA/ALFI), Jakarta.   
 
Ms. Tasya Nova Karina, Executive Assistant to President Director, PT Unggul Cipta 
Trans., Jakarta.   
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JAPAN 
 
Mr. Yasufumi Tomita, Director, Japan Freight Forwarders Federation, Yokohama.   
 
Mr. Masaharu Nozawa, Executive Director and Secretary-General, Japan International 
Freight Forwarding Association, Tokyo.  
 
 
MALAYSIA 
 
Mr. Seng Wah Chua, President, Federation of Malaysian Freight Forwarders (FMFF), 
Port Klang, Selangor.    
 
Mr. Kean Jin Yeoh, Director, Titimas Logistics Sdn. Bhd., Committee Member, FMFF, 
Port Klang, Selangor.   
 
Mr. Ah Sah Wee, Director, Teguh Cemerlang (M) Sdn. Bhd., Committee Member, FMFF, 
Port Klang, Selangor.    
 
Mr. Mok Check Foong Thomas, Assistant Hon. Secretary General, Director of TMI 
Shipping (M) Sdn. Bhd., Selangor Freight Forwarders and Logistics Association, Port 
Klang, Selangor.   
 
Ms. Saraspathy Elhumalay, Director, Top Square Forwarding and Shipping, Selangor 
Freight Forwarders and Logistics Association, Port Klang, Selangor.   
 
Mr. Vijayan Muniandy, Asst. Hon Treasurer, Top Square Sdn. Bhd., Selangor Freight 
Forwarders and Logistics Association, Port Klang, Selangor.    
 
Mr. Prabaa Vijayan, HSSB Shipping Sdn. Bhd., Selangor Freight Forwarders and 
Logistics Association, Port Klang, Selangor.           
 
Mr. Gunn Ping Ping, Director, Integlobal Sdn. Bhd., Selangor Freight Forwarders and 
Logistics Association, Port Klang, Selangor.    
 
Ms. Mei Suan Lim, Deputy Chairman E & T, LYH International Sdn. Bhd., Selangor 
Freight Forwarders and Logistics Association, Port Klang, Selangor.    
 
Mr.  Kishnan  Chelliah,   Group General Manager,  Transairmarine Freight Services Sdn. 
Bhd., Penang.    
 
MONGOLIA 
 
Ms. Solongo Purevsuren, Board Member, Federation of Mongolian Freight Forwarders, 
Ulaanbaatar.      
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MONGOLIA  (Cont’d) 
 
Ms. Gerelmaa Ulzii-Orshikh, Executive Director, Asian Logistic Team Co., Ltd., 
Ulaanbaatar.    
 
Ms. Uyanga Tsolmon, Vice Director, Landex Co., Ltd., Ulaanbaatar.    
 
Mr. Enkhtur Lkhagva, General Director, MGL International, Ulaanbaatar. 
 
 
PAKISTAN 
 
Mr. Shams Ul Rahim, General Manager, Regal Trading and Logistics Pvt., Ltd., 
Peshawar.   
 
 
SRI  LANKA 
 
Mr. Roshan Silva, Managing Director, CL Synergy (Pvt.) Ltd., Colombo.    
 
 
THAILAND 
 
Mr. Suwit Rattanachinda, Chartered-President and Director of TIFFA/Senior Vice-
President of FIATA, Thai International Freight Forwarders Association, Bangkok.    
 
Mr. Kettivit Sittisoontornwong, President, Thai International Freight Forwarders 
Association (TIFFA),  Bangkok.    
  
Ms. Kallaya Saengthawan, Chemical and Import-Export Business Manager, SCG 
Logistics Management Co., Ltd., Bangkok.    
 
Ms. Sawitree Ratanachand, Manager attached to Managing Director Office, SCG 
Logistics Management Co., Ltd., Bangkok   
 
Ms. Jutamanee Tangkum, Manager, Eastern Region Department, SCG Logistics 
Management Co., Ltd., Bangkok.   
 
 

___________________   
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ORGANIZATIONS/INSTITUTIONS 
 
International Federation of 
Freight Forwarders Associations 
(FIATA) 
  

Mr.  Francesco Parisi,  President,  Italy. 
 

Mr. Chris Kanter, Chairman, FIATA RAP, 
Indonesia.  
 
Mr. Heiner Rogge, Secretary General, 
Germany.     
 
Mr. Marco Sorgetti, Director General, 
Switzerland.    
 
Mr. Daniel Bloch, RAP Manager, Switzerland.  
 
Mr. Hwee Hong Stanley Lim, Immediate 
Past President, Singapore.    
 
Mr. Babar Badat, Senior Vice President, 
Pakistan.  
 
Mr. Jean-Claude Delen, Treasurer, Belgium.  
 
 

CAREC Federation of Carrier and 
Forwarder Associations (CFCFA) 

Mr. Lin Zhong, Chairman, Beijing, China.  

 

____________________ 
 
RESOURCE  PERSON 
 
 
Mr. Ruth Banomyong, Associate Professor and Head of Department of International 
Business, Logistics and Transport, Thammasat Business School, Thammasat University, 
Bangkok, Thailand.  
 
Mr. Koong Phong Tay, Managing Director, vCargo Cloud Ptd. Ltd., Singapore.     
 

______________________ 
 

OBSERVER 
 
Ms. Zhang Yumei, Journalist, International Business Daily, Beijing, China. 
 
Mr. Zhao Bo, Journalist, China Shipping Gazette, Beijing, China.  
 

______________________ 
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SECRETARIAT 

 
  
Mr. Li Yuwei Chief, Transport Facilitation and Logistics 

Section, Transport  Division. 
 

Ms. Heini Suominen Associate Economic Affairs Officer, Transport 
Facilitation and Logistics Section, Transport  
Division. 
 

  
 

______________________ 
 


